
 

 

 

Trinity Long Room Hub Arts and Humanities Research Institute, Trinity College Dublin and  

The Society of Fellows and Heyman Centre for the Humanities, Columbia University 
 

2018 Visiting Research Fellowship Opportunity  
 

Deadline: 5pm GMT, 15 December 2017 
 
The Trinity Long Room Hub (TLRH) is calling for expressions of interest for scholars interested in 
undertaking a fellowship of 4 to 6 weeks during the calendar year 2018 in the Heyman Centre for the 
Humanities, Columbia University (SoF/HCH).  

Beginning in 2018, the TLRH and the SoF/HCH will annually award fellowships to allow at least one 
member from each of our respective communities to take up residence (normally, for a period of four 
to six weeks, excluding the months of June, July, and August) at the other’s institution.  

Expressions of interest are now invited from full time academic and research staff in the Hub’s 
partnering disciplines on contracts which will not have expired before the end of the calendar year for 
which they express an interest in a fellowship.  

Applications will be considered by the Trinity Long Room Hub’s Directors of Research Forum before 
recommended nominations are forwarded to the Heyman Centre for final selection and approval via the 
normal Heyman Centre selection procedures.  
 
While fellows will be essentially free to pursue their own research projects, they will be expected to 
interact with faculty, research scholars, and other visiting faculty and fellows who are also in residence 
at the Heyman Centre during the time of the fellowship and to give a few presentations of their work. 
 
These fellowships will cover the costs of travel, accommodation, and living expenses up to a maximum 
of $5K or the equivalent of €5K (whichever is greater) on a receipt basis, in line with Trinity’s travel and 
expenses  policy. Fellows will be required to acknowledge the support from the TLRH for work done 
during their fellowship and to submit a brief report on their fellowship after it terminates.  
 
Application Requirements: 
 

1. Research Proposal (1500 words) 
2. Cover Letter (200 words) – Indicating your preferred fellowship period in 2018, please give a 

brief description (200 words) of the project to be undertaken and commenting on why a short-
term residency in New York would be particularly beneficial and would align with the mission of 
the Trinity Long Room Hub/Society of Fellows and Heyman Center for the Humanities.* 

3. Curriculum Vitae 
4. Head of School Approval – Please secure the Head of School’s approval for your proposed 

fellowship period.  See point 3, submission process.  
 
 

 

http://heymancenter.org/about/
http://heymancenter.org/about/
https://www.tcd.ie/trinitylongroomhub/about/partners/member-schools.php


 

 

 

Submission Process:  

1. Applications must be submitted as a single Word or PDF document, containing all materials 
(cover letter, research proposal, CV) noted above.   

2. Label the file thus: Last Name, First Name—TLRH – Heyman Fellowship 2018 (e.g., “Hamilton, 
Alexander—TLRH-Heyman Fellowship 2018”).  

3. Submission and Head of School Approval - rather than supplying signatures, please ask your Head 
of School to send an email to curtisc@tcd.ie by 5pm GMT on Friday, 15 December 2017, with your 
completed expression of interest attached, copying you. This will be taken as an endorsement of 
your expression of interest and its alignment with School priorities. 

 
 
*For information about the mission of the TLRH and SoF/HCH, please visit 
https://www.tcd.ie/trinitylongroomhub/about/ 
http://heymancenter.org/about/ 
 

https://www.tcd.ie/trinitylongroomhub/about/
http://heymancenter.org/about/

